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Real-life player data from all 22 players were collected using the proprietary OPTIX System™ and powerful workstations. Each player wore a Real Player Motion System (RPM) helmet. Using high fidelity sensors and the power of OptiTrack's
Razor™ motion capture system, we monitored the movements of each player on every play, frame by frame. The collection and management of this data was done by OptiTrack's own Visual Sports Group. We captured and analysed the

motions and actions of each player and incorporated their data into a motion-based, ground-breaking engine. This gave us the power to realise the game in motion and not just in still images, which is the process currently used. With 23 years
of global football experience, we have combined cutting-edge technology with our years of knowledge and tested how it changes gameplay. FIFA 20 used an accurate, light-weight technology that allowed players to run and tackle like their

real-life counterparts. This only takes into account the movement of the feet and didn’t consider other movements or circumstances. FIFA 22, is the first simulation in history that considers every player’s movements in every facet of football:
from pitch-side camera angles, through all sorts of actions and collisions to the goalkeeper's technique and off-the-ball movements. The trial data we collected is 100% match-approved by our contracted UEFA technical advisors and is being

used to ensure the game can deliver authentic and immersive match experience. We worked closely with UEFA and OptiTrack to test the data and ensure that the movements we captured didn’t distort or capture something that wasn’t
happening. Although the data is real-time and accurate, there are some things that weren’t captured and these include: Attacking and defensive runs and dribbling Player information and how they reacted to individual events GK tactics and
GK form Player attributes like speed, height, weight and balance Passing patterns FIFA 22 is the most authentic and interactive soccer experience for any platform. The next step in our quest to make FIFA the most authentic soccer game on

console and PC. FIFA 20 introduced running in open play, and with the trial data we captured we were able to make a game that looked more like how a real-life match would look. Going forward, we will be using the exclusive the new

Fifa 22 Features Key:

No game will offer you a more immersive, genuine-feeling and customizable digital football experience. It features the deepest, most customizable game modes and the best real-world football experience ever. Create your own FIFA Ultimate Team (FUT) using real players from over 50 leagues and competitions around the world. Control your player’s strengths
and weaknesses and work towards building your dream squad.
Unparalleled authenticity in the game world. Use authentic materials, kits, boots, training books and more. Control your player experience from cradle to grave, in every area, on all game modes. 100 percent of player actions are recorded and visualized in your library. Used licenses from more than 50 leagues and competitions are included.
High-end physical player models. For the first time ever, all players are represented by high-end physical models captured in-engine using the latest motion capture data. Feel their emotions.
AI coaching. FIFA 22 is unique with one of the deepest AI systems and the best-ever ability to predict or deliver the perfect pass to the right player. Coach your teammates to the top step of the podium in the official UEFA Champions League, UEFA Europa League and UEFA Super Cup tournaments as well as the FIFA Club World Cup.
Realistic player emotions. Players’ and teammates’ emotions are channeled through the player models. AI coaches will also react to the situation at hand to deliver the perfect pass to the right player at the right time. Players will possess emotion traits including anger, bitterness, worry, self-doubt.
VR support. Introducing Virtual Reality, FIFA 22 is the perfect game for the ultimate soccer fan. With the official football boots designed for VR and the option of a VR mode to boot.
VR off-ball visuals.
Redesigned first-touch system.
The new Master League where you can train and perfect your skills as a manager. Manage your favorite team from the lower divisions to the top of the global leader board and enjoy all the perks & rewards.
Career and Player Ambition modes: Higher-tier players will populate the game world and will earn more points as they perform better.
The Coach Training level will allow you to train your coaching and tactics skills in-game.
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EA SPORTS FIFA 22 will be the most authentic football experience yet, seamlessly blending authentic player personalities with next-gen gameplay advancements and a new season of innovation across every mode. In addition to all-new
ways to play, FIFA 22 will once again deliver the most featured and customizable controller in video game history. The all-new TouchPad on the back of the controller will enable players to make split second decisions that will dictate the
outcome of a match, challenge friends in head-to-head online matches and more. Create-a-player will open up customization, allowing players to create their own players, likeness and equipment with complete control and a huge amount
of material. What will I need to play FIFA? All you need is a quality Internet connection and high-speed broadband Internet service, the Xbox 360™ videogame and entertainment system and Xbox Live™. System Requirements Your video
game and entertainment system (videogame console) must be Microsoft Xbox 360™ (a video game and entertainment system manufactured and marketed by Microsoft Corporation) and have a processor rating of 450MHz or greater, a
DirectX® 9.0c compatible graphics processor, Microsoft Windows® 7 operating system with Service Pack 1, Xbox Live Gold Membership, EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 game software, the EA SPORTS™ FIFA Ultimate Team™ 14 video game, two
USB (Universal Serial Bus) ports and 40 gigabytes free hard drive space for installation. You must have the digital version of Microsoft Windows 7, version 6.1 running with Service Pack 1 installed. You must be connected to the Internet
using a broadband Internet connection and have a high-speed broadband Internet service enabled in order to download the software. Note: All material and images that are part of the press kit, including screenshots and images of
games, logos, screenshots, videos, etc., are subject to Copyright © 2020 EA SPORTS, NHL® and NHL® logo are registered trademarks of the National Hockey League in the United States and other countries. EA® is a trademark or
registered trademark of Electronic Arts Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Xbox Live is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Apple, iPad®, iPhone®, iPod®, iPod touch® and Mac® are
trademarks of Apple Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries. EA SPORTS is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts Inc. in the U.S. and/or other bc9d6d6daa
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Choose your top stars and climb the FIFA Ultimate Team ladder. Manage your team budget and make the most of your Club Pass subscriptions to take your team to new heights. Earn FUT Champions’ Tix for completing challenges and
work your way up the leaderboards to become the ultimate FUT king. Real Friends – Winger to striker, defender to midfielder, goalkeeper to defender, the versatile “Real Friends” control the game and show who is the most “Real” of your
friends and rivals in FIFA 22. Play with your friends in a variety of ways including a new “Online Play” where you can play in the same or different worlds together, and a new “Real Friends” career mode that simulates the ups and downs
of a full season of FIFA football. Customize your gameplay by selecting from and collecting a variety of unique coins from around the globe, featuring real-life stadiums, players and leagues. Create-A-Club – Experience the thrill of building
the next club on the pitch in the “Create-A-Club” mode. Discover the perfect club from scratch, choose your perfect stadium, recruit your team and even design your own crest. Take to the pitch and lead your team to glory on the pitch.
Soccer Instinct – With all-new, intuitive controls for every movement on the pitch, and jaw-dropping animations, your decisions are now in your hands. Defy defenders with direct dribbles, find and shoot precise crosses with the new x-
Impact Engine, and learn to fake a defender for an open goal with the new “tag and run” controls. The ground moves, the ball flies, and the ball looks amazing as it rolls around the pitch with you. Improved Goalkeeper AI – The new all-
new goalie AI will respond differently based on weather, pitch conditions, how many players are on the pitch and the strength of the attack. Using real-time data, your goalkeeper will evolve to meet your playing style and game plan.
Global Connectivity – With the addition of global connectivity, players will see all their friends online in a much more consistent way than ever before. In addition to a new network menu where you can connect to friends and teams,
players will also be able to earn and spend coins within the games through online play as well as use your coins to unlock more in-game content. Pitch Authentic – Electronic feedback has been added to the pitch
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Latest Performance Predictors Now, using a combination of recent FIFA matches, historical events and playing style data, FIFA 22 classifies players into two performance modes; "B+" (likely to perform) or "B" (likely to
underperform). This is a more accurate and measurable system than previous years.
Get-in-the-Zone Rely on your key passes, crosses, and diagonals more than ever before. Get into the right spot at the right time, and have a shot, with the new get-in-the-zone button. It’s the ball control we know and love.
Collect player voice packs Explore the coolest player character vocal packs from records such as the Spice Girls and Kylie Minogue. Record vocals using the new in-game mic and a selection of official voice-packs to
experience new and fresh soccer voices.
Captain free agent system Offer FIFA a trade now, or wait until next year when you can sign five more players and score big free agent transfers. Sign a maximum of four new captains per year, but pick your best
replacement. We’re stepping away from using player names for our captain designs.
Dominate in FIFA online with new authentic goal celebrations and the highly competitive Speed Cup, a new, in-game FIFA tournament system. You’ll need to earn your way into a goalkeeper’s “Guardian” skin to go head-to-
head against them.
Keep up to date with the latest form data on the first official FIFA 22 matchday! Head into the social media campaign and discover the clubs’ social posts.
Introducing the all new “injected Karma” system which benefits both the player and manager. Spend your Management Points to fight off injuries, earn free agents, and collaborate with your club!
The proprietary FIFA 22 Engine has over 1300 innovations built-in, including “True Player Intelligence,” where players exhibit increased awareness of opposing players and the ball.
Keep an eye on friendlies and analyse archived matches to create better tactical squads.
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FIFA is a multi-format sports game in which players are challenged to take on the role of a football (soccer) player and interact with other players using advanced graphics technology and the latest gameplay
innovations. FIFA features the official players from the world's five major football confederations as well as several hundred legends, as well as a range of competitions from around the world, including UEFA
Champions League, FIFA World Cup™, UEFA Europa League, International friendlies, domestic leagues, and the U.S. national team competitions. FIFA Features FIFA Master - Master the game like never before.
Experience a dramatic new approach to football, and master the elements of gameplay including "dribbling" and realistic passing. All your equipment is waiting for you and your players including player ratings
based on your squad's current form. And, new and improved techniques for head-to-head battles as you try to outsmart your opponent. FIFA video shows how FIFA 22 is built on the heritage of FIFA 17 and
offers a visual overhaul for the new generation of consoles. FIFA video shows how FIFA 22 is built on the heritage of FIFA 17 and offers a visual overhaul for the new generation of consoles. * All new gameplay
and graphics improvements. * New Season Mode. FIFA season mode offers some of the most realistic footbal in the world. It includes the UEFA Champions League™, UEFA Europa League, and International
Friendlies, in addition to domestic leagues. * New stadiums. Authentic and well-designed stadiums and fan environments fill the player's virtual boots, and EA SPORTS Football Club provides a deep editiomal
function that lets you play and manage your favourite teams and create your own stadium. * New Game Modes: FIFA 2.0 Modes – Challenge - Create the ultimate game mode by creating your own game. * New
Weapons of Attack. Attack in any direction with players like Henrikh Mkhitaryan and play like a real game referee. * New Hero, Corner Specialist. Be the best in your corner and prove you're the best in the most
challenging job. * New Match Engine. Engine delivers authentic atmosphere for all on-the-pitch action. Includes additional features and gameplay improvements. * New save and load features. The save system
lets you save your game in any of the three game modes: Play Now, Season Mode or The Journey. * Player Intelligence
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First of all you have to download file installer which is found on the official site of Fifa Games.
Download file as zip and unzip it and run it.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows 10 Anniversary Update (Build 1803) or later Mac OS 10.13 (High Sierra) or later Recommended: Windows 10 Home (Build 1803) or later GPU: CUDA 7.5+ CPU: Intel i7-4800MQ or AMD FX-
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series APU or higher RAM: 8 GB HDD: 120 GB Note: Mac OS X may require additional requirements. Please consult
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